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Virtual environments have been frequently used for training and skill

improvement. However, do real and virtual worlds engage the same

brain states in human perceivers? We measured brain activity using

functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) while adults watched

movie and cartoon clips, simulating real and virtual visual worlds,

respectively. Relative to baselines using random static images, the

medial prefrontal cortex (MPFC) and the cerebellum were activated

only by movie clips of other humans. In contrast, cartoon clips of

human and non-human agents activated the superior parietal lobes,

while movie clips of animals also activated the superior parietal lobes.

Our fMRI findings suggest that the perception of real-world humans is

characterised by the involvement of MPFC and the cerebellum, most

likely for on-line representation of the mental states of others, whereas

the perception of virtual-world agents engages the parietal cortex in

attention to actions.

D 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Introduction

Virtual reality is increasingly used for training in a wide range

of contexts. For example, virtual human agents simulated using

cartoons have been used to help students learn to perform physical,

procedural tasks (Rickel and Johnson, 1999). Animated agents in

virtual environments have also been used for training skills that

require a high level of flexible, interpersonal interactions such as

psychotherapy (Beutler and Harwood, 2004). However, whether
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the human brain differentially perceives and interacts with agents

in the real and virtual worlds has been poorly understood. Recent

functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies have shown

that, when we deal with actions assumed to come from real human

agents, specific brain regions, such as the medial prefrontal cortex

(MPFC), show stronger activation compared with when we assume

the actions come from animated agents simulated by computers

(Gallagher et al., 2002; Ramnani and Miall, 2004), suggesting that

specific neural substrates may be involved in discrimination

between human and non-human agents.

The current study assessed whether, when we simply perceive

human agents in the real world, different brain regions are engaged

compared with when we perceive agents in virtual worlds. To

investigate this, we used fMRI to measure brain activations when

participants observed movie and cartoon clips, which presented

brief sequences of actions involving humans in real-life situations

(movie clips) or actions involving either human or non-human

agents in virtual worlds (cartoon clips). Movies present real images

(photographs of a physical environment) whereas cartoons present

virtual images (a simulation on physical principles of that environ-

ment). Brain activity when watching the clips was compared with

random order static images from the movie and cartoon clips to

control for any differences in low level visual feature processing.

Relative to the baseline with static random images, movie or

cartoon clips presented continuous and coherent visual events that

induced explanatory predictions of behaviour. We aimed to identify

if there are neural substrates differentiating the perception of human

agents in the real visual world (in movie clips) from the perception

of human or non-human characters in a virtual world (in cartoons).
Material and methods

Subjects

Twelve adults (6 male; 21–41 years of age, mean 25.5) with no

neurological or psychiatric history participated in this study. All
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participants were right-handed, had normal or corrected-to-normal

vision, and were not colour blind. Informed consent was obtained

from all participants prior to scanning. This study was approved by

the Academic Committee of Department of Psychology, Peking

University.

Stimuli and procedure

The stimuli were presented through a LCD projector onto a rear-

projection screen located at a subject’s head. The screen was viewed

with an angled mirror positioned on the head-coil. The stimuli were

movie and cartoon clips without accompanying sound and static

images extracted from them. As illustrated in Fig. 1, one set of

movies (Movie I, Fig. 1a) and one set of cartoons (Cartoon II, Fig.

1c) depicted human beings in real visual scenes. There were two

clips of Movie I. One clip showed human activities at a subway

station (meeting and walking away). Another clip showed students’

activities in a classroom (raising hand and talking). There were two

clips of Cartoon II, which also showed human activities at a subway

station and students’ activities in a classroom, similar to those of
Fig. 1. Illustrations of the stimuli used in the current experiment. (a) Images extracte

from Cartoon I depicting robots or machine dinosaurs in virtual visual scenes. (c) I

Images extracted from Movie II depicting gorillas in real visual scenes.
clips of Movie I. There were two clips of Cartoon I (Fig. 1b)

depicting artificial characters in virtual visual scenes (e.g., robots or

machine dinosaurs walking and fighting with transformed shapes)

and two clips of Movie II (Fig. 1d) depicting animals in real visual

scenes (e.g., gorillas walking and playing in jungles). Both the

movies and cartoons were made by showing 29 frames of images

per second. At a viewing distance of 70 cm, Movie I, Movie II,

Cartoon I, and Cartoon II subtended visual angles of 28 � 168
(width � height), 27 � 178, 27 � 208, and 30 � 168, respectively.
The sizes of static images were the same as the corresponding

movies and cartoons. Four scans of 420 s were first obtained from

each subject. Each scan consisted of six 1-min epochs, alternating

pseudo-randomly between movie clips, cartoon clips, and the

corresponding static images across subjects. There was a 10-s black

screen before each epoch to set up a baseline for each epoch of

stimuli. Thirty images were extracted at every 2 s from the

corresponding movie and cartoon clips and were presented (each

with a duration of 2 s) in a random order during the epochs of static

images. Fig. 2 illustrates the order of presentation of different

stimulation conditions in one scan. Movie I, Cartoons I and II, and
d from Movie I depicting humans in real visual scenes. (b) Images extracted

mages extracted from Cartoon II depicting humans in real visual scenes. (d)



Fig. 2. Ilustrations of the order of presentation of different stimulation conditions in one scan. Movie or cartoon clips alternated with static images.
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the corresponding static images were upright in two scans whereas

upside down in the other two scans. The sequence of the four scans

was counterbalanced across subjects. Two scans of 140 s were

obtained from the same group of subjects who was shown with

Movie II on a separate day.2 Each scan consisted of two 1-min

epochs of movie and 30 corresponding static images (each lasted

for 2 s). Each epoch was preceded by 10-s black screen. Subjects

were asked to view freely the movies, cartoons, or static images

while keeping their heads still.

fMRI measurement

Scanning was performed on a 3-T Siemens Trio system using a

standard head coil at BeijingMRI Center for Brain Research. Thirty-

two transversal slices of functional images that covered the whole

brain were acquired using a gradient-echo echo-planar pulse

sequence (64 � 64 � 32 matrix with 3.4 � 3.4 � 4.4-mm spatial

resolution, TR = 2000 ms, TE = 30 ms, FOV = 220 mm, flip angle =

908). Anatomical images were obtained using a standard 3D T1-

weighted sequence (256� 256� 176 matrix with 0.938� 0.938�
1.3-mm spatial resolution, TR = 1600 ms, TE = 3.93 ms). Subjects’

heads were immobilised during the scanning sessions using pieces

of foam.

fMRI analysis

SPM99 (the Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology,

UK) was used for data processing and analysis. The functional

images were realigned to the first scan to correct for the head

movement between scans. The anatomical image was co-registered

with the mean functional image produced during the process of

realignment. All images were normalised to a 2 � 2 � 2 mm3

Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) template in Talairach space

(Talairach and Tournoux, 1998) using bilinear interpolation. Func-

tional images were spatially smoothed using a Gaussian filter with a

full-width at half maximum (FWHM) parameter set to 8 mm. The

image data were modeled using a box-car function. Contrasts were

defined to compare the difference between movie or cartoon clips

and their corresponding static images presented in a random order.

Random effect analyses were then conducted across the group of

subjects based on statistical parameter maps from each individual

subject to allow population inference. Areas of significant

activation were identified at the cluster level for values exceeding
2 The MPFC activation associated with movie clips of humans took us

a few weeks to think out the hypothesis that the MPFC activation reflects

on-line representation of the mental states of other humans. To test if the

MPFC activation is specific for viewing other humans in the real visual

world, we designed the movie clips of gorillas and scanned the same group

of subjects when they watched the movie clips of animals. This, however,

was done 8 weeks after we had scanned the subjects using the movie clips

of humans. This is why the scans involving the movie clips of animals

always came after the scans that showed the other three conditions.
a corrected P value of 0.05. The SPM coordinates for standard brain

from MNI template were converted to Talairach coordinates

(Talairach and Tournoux, 1998) using a nonlinear transform

method (http://www.mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk/Imaging/mnispace.html).

Region-of-interest analyses were conducted to compare relative

changes of fMRI signals in the MPFC clusters showing significant

activation in the SPM analysis associated with watching movie

clips of humans. The mean fMRI signal changes in the MPFC

cluster in each condition were compared using one-sample t test.
Results

In Condition A, we recorded fMRI signals from subjects who

freely viewed silent movie clips depicting real-life situations, such as

human activities at a subway station or in a classroom (Fig. 1a). The

contrast of movies–random static images revealed activation in

bilateral middle temporal cortex (MT) and the posterior superior

temporal sulcus (STS) (centred at �51, �68, 5, Z = 4.65, P b 0.03,

corrected; and 51, �68, 3, Z = 4.62, P b 0.001, corrected, see

Fig. 3a), and the occipital cortex (centered at 12,�87,�2, Z = 4.82,

P b 0.001, corrected). In addition, movies produced activation in the

MPFC, corresponding to Brodmann’s area 9 (centered at 0, 53, 23,

Z = 3.94, P b 0.03, corrected), and in the left cerebellum (centred

at �30, �75, �20, Z = 4.68, P b 0.001, corrected). Because many

cognitive functions show decreased MPFC activity relative to a

resting condition (Gusnard and Raichle, 2001), we further examined

if movies increased MPFC activity in comparison with watching

blank screens using a region-of-interest analysis. Relative to the

blank screens, the movies increased fMRI signals in the MPFC

(t = 3.178, P b 0.01) whereas viewing static images decreased fMRI

signals in the MPFC (t = 3.149, P b 0.01, Figs. 3b–d).

To examine the brain areas associated with the perception of

artificial characters engaged in coherent events in a virtual visual

world, in Condition B, subjects freely viewed either cartoon clips

or their corresponding static images. The cartoons displayed

robots or machine dinosaurs walking and fighting with trans-

formed shapes (Cartoon I, Fig. 1b). The contrast of cartoons–

random static images showed bilateral activation in MT and the

posterior STS (centred at �51, �71, 5, Z = 5.28, P b 0.001,

corrected, and 50, �61, 8, Z = 4.63, P b 0.003, corrected), and in

the occipital cortex (centred at �14, �81, 4, Z = 4.56, P b 0.001,

corrected). However, unlike the movies, the cartoons produced

bilateral activation in the superior parietal lobules (SPL, centred

at �10, �59, 56, Z = 4.26, P b 0.001, corrected, and 10, �48,

48, Z = 4.13, P b 0.003, corrected, see Fig. 4) but not in the

MPFC or the cerebellum.

To what degree did the engagement of MPFC and the

cerebellum, when viewing the real-life scenes, arise from differ-

ent movement patterns in the movies and the cartoons? This was

examined in Condition C by recording fMRI signals associated

with viewing inverted presentations of the movie clips and

inverted static images used in Condition A. Since visual features

 http:\\www.mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk\Imaging\mnispace.html 


Fig. 4. Illustration of brain activations in the contrast between cartoons of non-human agents and random static images. Activations were observed in bilateral

MT and the posterior STS, the medial occipital cortex (Occ), and the left and right superior parietal lobule (SPL).

Fig. 3. Brain activations associated with viewing upright movie clips of humans in real visual scenes. (a) The contrast between upright movie clips and random

static images. The results of random effect analysis from 12 subjects were plotted on MR images of a representative subject. Coordinates are described with

reference to the Tailarach system. The colour bar indicates the scale of z values. Activations were observed in bilateral MT and the posterior STS, the medial

occipital cortex (Occ), the MPFC, and the left cerebellum (Cer). (b) The MPFC activation in the contrast between upright movie clips and the blank screen

(centered at 6, 60, 23, Z = 3.35, P b 0.001, uncorrected). (c) The MPFC activation in the contrast between the blank screen and random static images from the

movie clips (centered at 8, 40, 13, Z = 5.04, P b 0.001, corrected). (d) Mean fMRI signal changes with standard errors in the MPFC cluster. The fMRI signals

were obtained by averaging voxel changes in the MPFC cluster in Fig. 2a in the conditions of watching movie clips, static images, and blank screens. Relative

to watching blank screens, watching movie clips increased fMRI signals whereas watching static images decreased fMRI signals in the MPFC clusters.
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such as motion, shape, and colour were identical in the upright

and inverted stimuli, we would expect effects associated with

low-level features to be the same in Conditions C and A. The

contrast of inverted movies–random static images showed

bilateral activation of MT and the posterior STS (centred at

�50, �66, 7, Z = 4.90, P b 0.001, corrected, and 55, �62, 8, Z

= 4.62, P b 0.001, corrected), the occipital cortex (centred at

�22, �93, 8, Z = 4.11, P b 0.001, corrected), and the left

fusiform gyrus (centred at and 39, �60, �13, Z = 4.57, P b 0.02,

corrected, see Fig. 5). Now there was also bilateral activation of

the SPL (centred at �10, �55, 60, Z = 4.11, P b 0.01, corrected,

and 28, �61, 49, Z = 3.92, P b 0.01, corrected), similar to that

associated with upright cartoons. However, no activation in the

MPFC or the cerebellum was observed in Condition C, indicating

that activations observed in these areas in Condition A could not

be attributed to specific low-level feature variations in upright

movies. The increased activation of the fusiform gyrus for

inverted movies may be due to increased attention to the visual

features of the scenes or the difficulty of recognising inverted

faces, so that extra neural activation is required (though see

Kanwisher et al., 1998).

In Condition D, we assessed whether perception of human

agents in a virtual visual world activated similar brain regions

associated with the perception of human agents in the real
Fig. 5. Brain activations associated with viewing inverted movies of humans. Activ

cortex (Occ), the left fusiform gyrus (GF), and the left and right superior parietal
visual world. Subjects viewed cartoon clips of human agents in

visual scenes similar to those in the movies (Fig. 1c, Cartoon

II). Performance was again contrasted relative to static images

extracted from the clips. The contrast of human cartoons–

random static images showed bilateral activation in MT and the

posterior STS (centred at �51, �66, 7, Z = 4.66, P b 0.001,

corrected, and 55, �60, 8, Z = 5.23, P b 0.001, corrected), the

STS (centred at �63, �43, 15, Z = 4.85, P b 0.001, corrected,

and 64, �38, 19, Z = 5.00, P b 0.001, corrected), and the SPL

(centred at �4, �50, 52, Z = 3.18, P b 0.04, corrected, and 20,

�49, 61, Z = 4.35, P b 0.03, corrected, see Fig. 6), similar to

those observed for the cartoon clips of artificial characters.

However, there was no activation in the MPFC or the

cerebellum. The results indicate that SPL is recruited when

coherent actions are viewed in cartoons, regardless of whether

the cartoons depict artificial characters or human agents; in

contrast, the MPFC and the cerebellum were not automatically

engaged in perception of virtual reality. A further region-of-

interest analysis confirmed that there was stronger MPFC

activation associated with movies clips of human beings relative

to cartoon clips of human or non-human agents (t = 6.00 and

4.75, respectively, P b 0.001), whereas no differential activation

in the MPFC was observed between cartoon clips of human and

non-human agents.
ations were observed in bilateral MT and the posterior STS, the left occipital

lobule (SPL).



Fig. 6. Illustration of brain activations in the contrast between cartoons of human agents and random static images. Activations were observed in bilateral MT

and the posterior STS and the left and right superior parietal lobule (SPL).
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To assess if the MPFC and cerebellum activities are

specifically involved in the perception of other humans but not

animals in the real world, in Condition E, we had the same group

of subjects watch upright movie clips that depicted gorillas

walking and playing in jungles or the corresponding static images

presented in a random order (Fig. 1d). The contrast between the

movie clips of gorillas and static images showed bilateral

activation in MT and the posterior STS (centred at �51, �66,

3, Z = 5.70, P b 0.001, corrected, and 51, �73, 2, Z = 5.39, P b

0.001, corrected), the medial occipital cortex (centred at �2,

�91, �2, Z = 5.74, P b 0.001, corrected), and the SPL (centred
Fig. 7. Illustration of brain activations in the contrast between movies of animals i

bilateral MT and the posterior STS, the medial occipital cortex (Occ), and the lef
at �14, �53, 61, Z = 4.31, P b 0.001, corrected, and 6, �44, 57,

Z = 4.39, P b 0.03, corrected, see Fig. 7). However, there was no

differential activation in the MPFC or the cerebellum.
Discussion

Our functional neuroimaging findings provide important clues

about the way we perceive characters within coherent successive

events in real and virtual worlds. A number of common areas were

activated by all the conditions with movie and cartoon clips, relative
n real visual scenes and random static images. Activations were observed in

t and right superior parietal lobule (SPL).
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to their static image baselines. The medial occipital cortex and MT

are likely engaged by the processing of low-level visual features of

the moving images, such as changes in the shape, colour (Living-

stone and Hubel, 1998), and motion direction (Tootell et al., 1995)

of the stimuli, and the posterior STS is involved in the processing

of biological motion (Puce et al., 1998) even when inverted images

were perceived. The fMRI results suggest that the processing of

low-level visual features of the real and virtual visual worlds is

mediated by similar neural mechanisms in the posterior brain areas.

However, distinct neural substrates at higher level brain

structures are involved when we view agents in coherent events in

the real and virtual visual worlds.Most important, there were distinct

brain regions activated by movie clips of human beings, on the one

hand, and movie clips of animals and cartoon clips of human and

non-human agents, on the other. The MPFC and the left cerebellum

showed enhanced activity when adults watched movies depicting

human activities in everyday-life situations. Our preliminary

separate analysis of the fMRI data associated with the movie clips

showed MPFC activation for both clips regardless of the difference

in contents between them. Nevertheless, none of the clips of Cartoon

II showed MPFC activation even though Cartoon II showed similar

scenes as those of Movie I. Thus, it appears that the way to present

the visual scenes rather than the content is critical for the MPFC and

cerebellum activations. TheMPFC and cerebellum activations could

not result from summed amounts of motions in the movies because

motion patterns were the same in the upright and inverted movies

whereas the MPFC and cerebellum showed enhanced activities only

to the upright movies. The movie clips of gorillas were also different

from cartoon clips in motion patterns but did not induce the MPFC

and cerebellum activations. It is unlikely that the effects are simply

due to the perception of social relations between the characters

(Iacoboni et al., 2004) or to the presence of coherent actions in the

movie condition but not in its baseline (with random, static images).

There were social relations between the individuals and coherent

actions in the cartoons of people, similar to those in the movie clips,

but the MPFC did not show enhanced activity. The effects cannot be

attributed to simulation of human agents’ actions with a third person

perspective, which activated different brain regions (Ruby and

Decety, 2001). It is also unlikely that the effects were caused by the

stimuli being differentially interesting. We asked the participants to

rate the movie and cartoon clips for interest, and found no

differences in the rated interest for the critical conditions: movies

of humans, cartoons of non-humans, cartoons of human characters,

and movies of animals [the mean ratings were 3, 3.25, 2.88, 4,

respectively, on a 5-point scale where 5 = very interesting, F(1,11) =

0.25, P N 0.5]. The cerebellum activity could be argued to arise from

enhanced working memory when viewing a familiar scene

(Desmond and Fiez, 1998), but there is no reason to expect this

only for the movies of people compared with the matched cartoons

of humans.

Given that the MPFC and cerebellum activations were

eliminated when viewing animals in real visual scenes, it may be

proposed that these areas are possibly engaged in dmentalisingT
about other humans or forming a theory of mind of other humans

(Frith and Frith, 1999; Premack and Woodruff, 1978; Wellman,

1990), consistent with previous neuroimaging findings (Brunet et

al., 2000; Fletcher et al., 1995; Gallagher et al., 2000), and brain

lesion results (Stone et al., 1998; Stuss et al., 2001). It is possible

that aspects of mental state reasoning are engaged only when adults

view other people in real-life situations (in movies), whereas this

might not occur when viewing both human and non-human agents
in virtual scenes (in cartoons). The MPFC and cerebellar regions

were also not differentially activated when movies of people were

inverted, presumably because the difficulty of encoding the people

and objects in such scenes (Farah et al., 1995; Rock, 1986)

impaired mental state reasoning. Prior studies have shown that the

MPFC and associated regions can be activated when participants

are required to carry out mental state reasoning on static cartoon

pictures (Gallagher et al., 2000) and even moving shapes (Casteli

et al., 2000), suggesting that dmentalisingT associated with the

MPFC can be conducted on agents in cartoons (and with non-

human agents) when explicitly required. However, the contrast in

our data between activation states when viewing humans in

everyday behaviours and when viewing the other stimuli indicates

that the MPFC is not spontaneously engaged in mental state

reasoning unless we observe other humans in the real visual world.

Watching characters in cartoons and animals in movies generated

distinct patterns of activation bilaterally in the SPLs. Previous

neuroimaging studies have shown the SPLs are engaged in

perception of coherent motion (Kononen et al., 2003), motion

tracking (Jovicich et al., 2001), and attentional shifts in visual space

(Hopfinger et al., 2000; Nobre et al., 2003).However, coherent

motion was the same in the upright and inverted movies and existed

in both cartoon and movie clips. There is no reason to assume that,

relative to upright movies of humans, inverted movies of humans

induced enhanced motion tracking. The reverse might be true since

faces and objects were difficult to recognize in the inverted movies.

In addition, because the contents of the upright movies of humans

werematchedwith those of the cartoons of humans, it is unlikely that

cartoons induced more frequent attentional shifts in space. Prior

work has indicated that regions of the parietal cortex including the

SPL are activated when participants view actions for later memory

(Grezes et al., 1999) or pay attention to their own finger movement

(Rowe et al., 2002), suggesting that the SPL is activated particularly

when attention is engaged on actions. It follows that the SPL

activation found when viewing cartoons, movies of animals, and

even inverted movies of people is due to participants engaging their

attention on the actions taking place in these scenes. Importantly,

attention to actions alone was not sufficient to generate differential

activation of the MPFC circuit that we link with representing and

empathising with the mental states of others.

It is also important to note that, when participants viewed the

movies of other people, there was no evidence for increased

activation of the SPL relative to the static image baseline. This was

despite the fact that salient events still took place in the movies

with humans. This null result indicates that the presence of action

per se may not be vital, but rather activations may vary with how

much attention is engaged on different aspects of the scene. If there

is attention to, and empathising with, the mental states of

individuals, then there may be correspondingly reduced attention

to the physical actions taking place.

Prior neuroimaging (Saxe and Kanwisher, 2003) and brain lesion

studies (Samson et al., 2004) have shown evidence that the temporo-

parietal junction (TPJ) is also involved in mental states reasoning.

The current study, however, did not find activation in the TPJ in any

stimulus condition. Viewing cartoons of human agents induced

activations in the STS, which are, however, anterior to the TPJ area

reported in the Saxe and Kanwisher (2003) study. Saxe and

Kanwisher contrasted brain states when reading stories about a

character’s mental states and when reading stories about other

people in physical detail. The current study, however, contrasted

brain states when viewing people in coherent visual events andwhen
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viewing static images with social cues. It is possible that mental state

reasoning from text stories involved the posterior part of the brain

whereas mental state reasoning when viewing other people’s

behaviour in the real visual world depends mainly upon the

involvement of the MPFC. This, however, needs to be clarified in

the future work.

The present study extends in important ways the prior brain

imaging studies contrasting effects of actions assigned to humans

or to computers (Gallagher et al., 2002; Ramnani and Miall, 2004).

We show engagement of a neural loop including the MPFC and the

cerebellum even when we simply view humans in real scenes, but

not when active agents are seen in virtual environments. Hence, the

perception of real and virtual visual worlds can be mediated with

distinct neural substrates. The distinct neural and functional

processes engaged in perceiving agents in real and virtual worlds

may contribute to the limited efficacy of virtual visual environ-

ments for training (Seidel and Chatelier, 1999). Our findings

suggest that human brains possibly function, when we interact with

real people in everyday life, in a way different from when we view

or interact with artificial characters or static social stimuli. It may

be further speculated that the brain may not attempt to model the

behaviour of cartoon characters as it does with real people, which

possibly constrains the social impact of cartoons on adult viewers.
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